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1. INTRODUCTION 

Terms like Internet of Things, Smart City, Smart buildings are quite often used in today world. 

They have at least one common fact, they need communication inside solution and with outside 

world. For this communication needs wireless or wired solutions are available. Each of them has 

some advantages and some disadvantages [1, 2, 3]. Within this paper, we will talk about wireless 

solutions only.  

There is a wide range of the wireless solutions on the market. Some of them are standardized some 

of them are proprietary, and of course, some of them are trying to be a standard. From the 

standardized solutions, we could select WiFi, BlueTooth, RFID or ZigBee. From proprietary world 

MiWi, Z-Wave, IQRF and the others. Like always, all of them has some pros and some cons and 

are better or worse for different applications. In the rest of the article, we will stay with IQRF [4]. 

The article is organized as follows. The second section contains general information about IQRF 

wireless communication platform, followed by brief description of development tools and gateways 

to higher systems. The fifth section describes available communication frameworks for these 

systems. In the case study section is an example for all described parts. At the end of the article is 

summary and some future visions, acknowledgement and used references. 

2. IQRF WIRELESS COMMUNICATION PLATFORM 

IQRF is one of the proprietary wireless communication platforms that work on Sub-1 GHz base. 

IQRF wireless communication platform is a complete solution for design and development of the 

wireless applications. It was developed by Czech company Microrisc in a common project with 

Brno University of Technology.  

At the beginning of the development process, only board with a microcontroller, RF part, antenna 

and some power supply was developed. This first module was only hardware solution with no 

software support. For communication was used AM modulation. This module was used as a base 

part for next projects.  

After some time, a new, smaller module was designed and developed. This module has similar size 

like a mini SIM card and uses the same connector. This second developed module version was 
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composed of a microcontroller, RF part, a connector for an external antenna and was equipped with 

some LEDs and power supply part. The main change and de facto start of the IQRF wireless 

communication platform was development of an own operating system for the module. The 

operating system has functions for transmitting and receiving RF packets. One of a very early 

version of OS supports star communication structure. It means, in the center is one module called 

coordinator, rest of the modules are called nodes. For communication with other systems, SPI bus 

is used. This was a major update because from this time, development of a whole solution was 

much easier and time to market was much shorter because the implementation of wireless 

communication was prepared.  

In the next versions was updated especially OS. Support of basic MASH was added. In the earlier 

versions up to 4 hops were supported. The routing table had to be prepared manually by the 

programmer.  

Current versions of IQRF modules exist with or without integrated antenna. They are equipped by 

LEDs, power supply control, thermometer and external memory. For communication with higher 

systems SPI, I2C, UART buses are available. For wireless communication FSK and GMSK 

modulation is used.  Block diagram of most used IQRF wireless communication module is shown 

in figure 1. 

The operating system was extended to support MASH network structure. Now the network is 

created automatically by OS functions. It supports up to 250 routing points in one network. One 

coordinator is able to control up to 65000 network nodes. The whole network is possible to extend 

with the node, which works on one network like node and in second as network coordinator. In all 

versions ad hoc communication is implemented.  

IQRF Communication Module
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User App, or DPA Custom 
Handler

Peripherals

Plug-in or DPA Plug-in

RF

Power Supply

Temperature 
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EEPROM
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Figure 1: Main parts of IQRF wireless communication module. 

Software for the module is a part of operating system. Developer prepares it in C language with 

BKND compiler. User part of program memory is limited and depends on module and 
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microcontroller type. One part of the memory is dedicated to plug-ins, which could extend OS 

functions. 

Really interesting part are FRCs - Fast Response Commands. These commands allow reading two 

bits or one byte from filtered list of nodes by one command. Response time is minimized and 

depends on network structure. 

The most useful OS extension is implementation of Direct Peripheral Addressing communication 

framework (DPA). With this framework, all available module peripherals can be accessed and 

controlled without the need to write any part of code on module side. Everything is done via a set 

of commands sent to coordinator via a local interface or in some special occasions directly via a 

local interface of the node. In the case of necessity, the developer can extend the functionality of 

DPA via DPA Custom Handler. In this situation framework provides events for each part of 

message processing. For example, event before a response is sent, or event after resending and so 

on. Also, some limited access to interrupt function is available. 

This section very briefly described the history and main features of IQRF communication modules 

and its operating system. But the whole platform is composed of Ethernet gateways, USB 

gateways, IDE, Development boards and other support for the developer. Some of them are 

described in next sections. 

3. IQRF DEVELOPMENT TOOLS 

The main aim of IQRF platform is to minimize time to market. For that reason, development tools 

were prepared. The main part of development tools is IQRF IDE. This integrated development 

environment supports the whole development process within IQRF platform.  

 

Figure 2: IQRF Integrated Development Environment. 

The developer uses IQRF IDE for preparing software in C, compilation and uploading it to the 

module. There are two main ways how to upload prepared software into IQRF module. One is via 

programmer - device that could program, update and debug SW in the module. This device is 
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connected to PC via standard USB bus. During connection with IDE it is possible to set a 

breakpoint and read all parameters and memories of IQRF module. 

The second way is to use wireless programming. In this case, one module connected to the 

programmer or USB gateway works as a programmer. SW is sent to one or more IQRF modules 

via IQRF network. In this mode, no debug features are supported. 

Communication with module could be tested via integrated terminal. IQRF module connected in 

programmer works in release mode, sends and receives data on SPI bus. All data are shown in IDE. 

There is also support for macros definition and repeated request sending.  

DPA framework is supported via IQMESH network manager, where is possible to bond modules to 

the coordinator, set all DPA parameters, analyse network and so on.  One part of IQMESH network 

manager is dedicated to backup and restore the whole module. Network manager shows all 

information about module connected to the network, like network address, zone, MID, OS version, 

Hardware profile, all available peripherals and setting for each of them and many other. IDE also 

supports sending DPA command and analyse response. IQRF IDE window is shown in figure 2. 

4. IQRF GATEWAYS AND CLOUDS 

IQRF platform offers a wide range of communication gateways. For servers and personal 

computers are available USB gateways. This type of gateways supports two different 

communication protocols, CDC and WinUSB. CDC is using a serial port with proprietary 

commands which is easy to implement in most of the programming languages and in different 

operating systems. WinUSB is direct support for USB device. There are more features available 

like device detection etc.  

For remote access to IQRF network Ethernet, WiFi and GSM gateways are available. All of them 

could work in two main modes. The first one is direct communication with user program or 

communication recorder. This mode is suitable especially for communication within the local 

network. The second mode is communication with IQRF cloud. Gateways do not need any specific 

setting for cloud connection, there is a default setting that will work without user attention. Cloud 

is provided directly from Microrisc company. Another possibility is to use private IQRF cloud 

installation. In this case, address and password for private cloud have to be set.  

Visual gateways are devices with touch screen display, network connectivity, battery and of course 

IQRF module, that are designed especially for fast visual control panel design. They are based on 

Microchip visual control library, with prepared board support package. 

The last type of gateways is third party devices with IQRF extensions, like Arduino, Gemalto, 

chipKIT, Raspberry Pi and many others. 

5. IQRF DPA COMMUNICATION FRAMEWORKS 

DPA is an extension of IQRF operating system. This is a part implemented to communication 

modules. Each module is composed of different peripherals, standard one, prepared by Microrisc, 

or users peripherals, prepared by the user. Control of this peripherals in DPA is done by a set of 

commands, specific for each peripheral, but the structure of command is standardized for whole 

DPA. Commands are sent in communication packet with defined protocol, wirelessly or directly to 

module local interface. This is module point of view. However, on the other side is some control 

device that needs to communicate with modules. This is exactly the place where DPA 

communication frameworks are used. 

DPA communication frameworks prepare packets, send them and parse response for the higher 

user or, in this case, programmer comfort. Available are three DPA Communication Frameworks. 

One is prepared in Java and is part of IQRF SDK. This framework is suitable everywhere, where 

Java is available. It is able to communicate with IQRF gateways in CDC mode directly via SPI on 
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boards like Raspberry or Gemalto and similar ones. The framework is available with source code 

via GIT Hub. 

Another one is designed for devices with low computing power, without an operating system. It is 

completely written in C language and available with source code. These twos were prepared by 

Microrisc company. 

The third one is prepared for Microsoft .NET languages by 2KSys company [4]. This framework 

communicates with USB gateways via WinUSB drivers, or via CDC mode. It could work 

everywhere, where .NET framework is available. It is suitable for the design of Universal 

Applications via specific USB gateway, prepared for this kind of applications, or is able to directly 

communicate with IQRF gateway via the cloud. From the programmer point of view, just an 

instance of the different class is used. This framework will be used for demo software in the next 

section. 

6. A CASE STUDY 

In this use case, we will try to prepare remotely controlled relay and read data from the temperature 

sensor. Block scheme is shown in figure 3. We would not prepare any hardware, but we will use 

only devices from IQRF platform. As a communication module are used two pieces of IQRF 

DCTR module DCTR-72DAT with integrated antenna and temperature sensor. These modules are 

put into development kit DK-EVAL-04A which has integrated battery and battery charger. One 

module is extended with DDC-RE-01 relay kit, with two relays. Network coordinator is 

represented by GW-ETH-02A that has an internet connection. 

Internet

IQRF Cloud server

IQRF Ethernet 
gatewya

DCTR-72DAT

Temperature 
sensor

DCTR-72DAT

Temperature 
sensor

Relays

IQRF Network

User

 

Figure 3: A case study communication chain 
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We will prepare the main communication part of the user application. This app will have two 

controls, one will read temperature and second will control relays. After user request, the 

application will prepare DPA packet and send it to IQRF cloud. The packet is prepared and send to 

the cloud by 2KSys.NET DPA communication framework. IQRF Ethernet gateway will read the 

packet from IQRF cloud and send it to network coordinator in the gateway. The packet is than 

processed by the coordinator or send to IQRF network to appropriate node. The node will handle 

this packet and send a response to the coordinator. The coordinator will use IQRF gateway to store 

response packet to IQRF cloud. Finally, user’s application will take the response from the cloud 

and present results to the user. 

At the first step, it is necessary to create a network, it means bond nodes to the coordinator. This 

could be done by IQRF IDE, which is able to connect via a local network to IQRF Ethernet 

gateway and start the bonding process. Ethernet gateway is connected to the IQRF cloud by 

default, so no more setting has to be done. Just short note, you have to create an account on 

Microrisc cloud server and assign a gateway to your account. 

Now it is time to prepare software for user application. We will prepare a universal application for 

Microsoft.NET framework in C# programming language. At the beginning, we prepare an instance 

of communication framework. We would like to communicate with network coordinator via the 

cloud. 

At first, we need to create cloud communication client. Cloud address is Microrisc cloud server, 

login and password are your credentials created during gateway registration process, the same is 

gateway MID and gateway password. We would like to use cloud just like interface to network 

coordinator. DPA framework needs interface IDpaCommunication for its communication. In the 

listing bellow is created an instance of this interface in iqrfCloudCommunication property. 

With the communication interface we are ready to create network structure and especially network 

coordinator. In DPA framework is coordinator represented by class DpaCore. The constructor of 

this class requires one parameter - the communication interface. The instance is stored in property 

Core, and because quite often will be needed a peripheral coordinator, we also store direct access to 

this in CoordinatorPeripheral property. By asynchronous command 

UpdateDataFromCoordinatorAsync, we retrieve from coordinator information about connected 

nodes and create appropriate instances in DpaCore class. Last things to do is to create an instance 

of DPA node thermometer and IO peripherals. The whole process is described in DPA Framework 

online help in details. 

public async void CreateNetwork() 
{ 
    var client = new IqrfCloudClient 
    { 
        CloudAddress = new Uri("https://cloud.iqrf.org/api/api.php"), 
        UserName = @"cloudusername", 
        UserPassword = @"securepassword", 
        GatewayMid = @"12345678", 
        GatewayPassword = @"iqrf" 
    }; 
    var iqrfCloudCommunication = new IqrfCloudCommunication( 
         new IqrfCloudRepository(client)); 
    Core = new DpaCore(iqrfCloudCommunication); 
    CoordinatorPeripheral = (DpaPeripheralCoordinator)Core.Coordinator 
        .Peripherals.FindPeripheral(PeripheralTypes.Coordinator); 
    await Core.UpdateDataFromCoordinatorAsync(); 
    Thermometer = (DpaPeripheralThermometer)DpaCore 
        .CreatePeripheralInstance(PeripheralTypes.Io, Core.Nodes[1]); 
    Io = (DpaPeripheralIo)DpaCore 
        .CreatePeripheralInstance(PeripheralTypes.Thermometer, Core.Nodes[2]);           

} 
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Now we need to write some code to read the temperature from the sensor. This is quite easy you 

need only one line of code: 

await Thermometer.ReadAsync(); 

A Little bit more complicated is it with relays. They are connected to port C pins 2 and 5. To 

switch relay 1 on, use something like this: 

await Io.SetAsync(new Command[] {new Output { 
        Port = Output.OutputPort.PortC, 
        Mask = 0x04, 

     Value = 0x04}}); 

For relay 2 is the same command, just use value 0x20 instead of 0x04. That’s all, nothing more and 

nothing less is needed to create remotely controlled relay and thermometer with IQRF wireless 

communication platform and related communication frameworks. More examples and details are 

on [4] and [5]. 

7. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK 

This paper introduces IQRF platform, designed and developed by Microrisc company and BUT. In 

the article, the main features of the platform were described, especially IQRF communication 

modules, development tools, gateways and cloud and DPA communication frameworks. In the case 

study, we showed temperature measurement application for PC with IQRF cloud, DPA framework 

and modules equipped with a temperature sensor. 

There is always a place for improvements. IQRF OS is still updated, DPA framework has new 

functions and features, with the aim to help developers with the implementation of wireless 

communication. BUT is in direct contact with Microrisc developers and we work together on new 

projects related to this platform.  
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